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Get the Kids Moving With a 
Home Obstacle Challenge

Couch Sit and Jump. Sit slowly onto the couch and then jump up off your 
feet, land softly and repeat 20 times.

Kitchen Sock Running Man. Wear slippery socks in the kitchen and, while 
in a push-up position, slide your feet up, down and all around for 30 seconds.

Hallway or Outdoor Shuttle Run. Pick a short distance and quickly sprint 
from one end to the other 10 times as fast as you can! (Watch out for barriers 
and reinforce basic safety rules.)

Doorway Jumps. Place a mat or small rug in the middle of the doorway. The 
goal is to jump from one side of the doorway to the other without touching the 
mat. Start by standing on your left foot and jump across the doorway, landing 
on your right leg, and repeat on the opposite leg. Continue jumping side to 
side for 30 seconds.

Table or Couch Circle Run. Clear an area around your kitchen table or 
couch (whichever is safest to run around). Try to run as many circles clockwise 
around the table or couch for 30 seconds and then reverse directions and 
repeat. Try to match the number of laps you did in each direction.

Remote Control Balance Touches. Holding onto a remote control,  
balance on your left leg only and try to touch the remote to the floor without 
using your right leg for help. Repeat 10 touches on the left leg and switch to 
the right. See how many touches you can get on each leg without help from 
the other leg.

Hot Steps. Standing at the bottom of a step, safely step up and down as 
quickly as you can. Count to see how many times you can go up and down that 
one step in 30 seconds. Repeat, this time leading with the opposite foot.
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Pinterest: Active Kids

ON DAYS WHEN YOU ARE STUCK INSIDE, IT CAN BE HARD TO FIGURE OUT 
WAYS TO HELP YOUR KIDS GET THE RECOMMENDED 60 MINUTES OF PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY PER DAY. WHILE SPORTS PROGRAMS AND AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
CAN DO THE TRICK, THEY OFTEN COST MONEY AND REQUIRE RESOURCES TO 
HELP GET THE KIDS FROM HERE TO THERE. SETTING UP A HOME OBSTACLE 
CHALLENGE IS FUN – AND FREE! CREATE AT LEAST 5 DIFFERENT STATIONS 
WITH ACTIVITIES LIKE THOSE LISTED BELOW.
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